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guidebook for cycling France's Canal de la Garonne, describing 296km of cycle route from Bordeaux to

Toulouse, where it connects with the Canal du Midi. Describes a 135km excursion to the Atlantic Ocean, with
detours to many historical towns and villages along the route. With information on accommodation, facilities
and cycle shops on route.Author Biography: Declan Lyons has a lifelong passion for cycling and touring. He
was bitten by the bug when, as a teenager in the 1960s, he explored the wilds of Connemara on a rusty three-
speed Rudge bicycle. Since then he has toured extensively in Ireland and further afield. Declan is an advocate
of cycle touring - taking time on his cycles and relishing the nature, history and daily life all around. He has

toured the region between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean extensively.
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